Abstract-We examine the performance of an automated sea ice classification algorithm based on TerraSAR-X ScanSAR data. In the first step of our process chain, gray-level co-occurrence matrix(GLCM)-based texture features are extracted from the image. In the second step, these data are fed into an artificial neural network to classify each pixel. Performance of our implementation is examined by utilizing a time series of ScanSAR images in the Western Barents Sea, acquired in spring 2013. The network is trained on the initial image of the time series and then applied to subsequent images. We obtain a reasonable classification accuracy of at least 70% depending on the choice of our ice-type regime, when the incidence angle range of the training data matches that of the classified image. Computational cost of our approach is sufficiently moderate to consider this classification procedure a promising step toward operational, near-realtime ice charting.
A Neural Network-Based Classification for Sea Ice
Types on X-Band SAR Images
I. INTRODUCTION

S
YNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) systems have by now become an essential tool for the scientific surveillance of ice-infested Arctic waters. Spaceborne SAR surveillance is comparably independent of daylight and cloud coverage conditions. While shipborne and airborne SAR cannot be used under adverse weather conditions or may simply be unavailable over remote Arctic regions, spaceborne SAR can acquire images over named regions on a regular and reliable basis. For about three decades, SAR satellites such as RADARSAT, ERS, or ENVISAT have been employed in scientific investigations and for navigational purposes. Among the particular areas of interest are ice drift [1] - [4] , sea state and wave propagation into sea ice [5] , [6] , ice concentration, iceberg detection [7] , and ice-type classification; see, e.g., [7] - [21] . The latter topic has attracted increased attention over the last years due to the impact of climate change on Arctic waters and global sea ice coverage and its practical implications for navigation and exploration in these latitudes.
SAR has proved to be a highly advantegous tool for ice-type analysis due to the practical aspects mentioned above. While most of the work carried out in the past was concerned with C-band data; confer, e.g., [7] - [21] , we use ScanSAR data in Manuscript received September 30, 2014 ; revised May 08, 2015; accepted May 19, 2015 . Date of publication June 11, 2015 ; date of current version August 11, 2015 . This work was supported by BMWi, Germany.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSTARS.2015.2436993 X-band provided by the TerraSAR-X satellite (for technical specifications, see Table I ). The shorter wavelength of the Xband signal yields a slightly different radar response compared with C-band (as delivered by RADARSAT or Sentinel) and reportedly much different response compared with L-band data [22] . This is mostly due to a much higher penetration depth of EM rays at L-band than at C-band or X-band. Nonetheless, since spaceborne X-band SAR data were not available until recently, little research in the direction of texture-based classification has been conducted on such data so far. In particular, its usefulness for near-realtime application requires more extensive investigation (cf., [23] ). Among the theoretical benefits of X-band SAR over C-band is its higher sensitivity toward surface and subsurface structures [24] . This work is intended to contribute toward a comprehensive understanding of X-band SAR imagery for operational sea ice classification. We chose as observed geographic region the Barents Sea off the Svalbard coast at one particular season (spring 2013, see Fig. 1 ). For this region, continuous surveillance (by the Norwegian meteorogical service) guarantees additional weather data to complement our analysis. Our particular dataset also exhibits nicely different ice types, making it more suitable on which to try our algorithmic approach.
Since operational use favors large area coverage, we chose to use ScanSAR images. Our tools of analysis are classical singlechannel image analysis techniques. This meets the availability of output formats of TerraSAR-X, which provides wide-area coverage only as single-pol data. For the readers' convenience, we provide some technical information in Table I .
Commonly (and also in our work), an ice classification approach based on single-channel images consists of two major steps. 1) Texture features are extracted for each pixel [e.g., gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) features in our work].
2) The resulting feature vectors are then fed into a classifier (e.g., a neural network, as in our case) and each pixel is assigned to an ice type (see illustration in Fig. 2 ). By applying an approach previously established for other SAR sensors (involving GLCMs and neural network classification, see [10] , [12] , [25] ) on a SAR X-band time series, we explore in this work how to best adapt this method to X-band data configurations and how to generalize the classification approach to time series.
For the first step, the most straightforward analysis might try to start with a pixel-based analysis. However, since the variation in backscatter values within one ice type is too large or, in other words, the ranges of radar return intensities for different ice types overlap, one cannot base an analysis solely on the backscatter or higher moments of the backscatter [26] . Findings in the literature [27] , therefore, suggest the use of additional image features for SAR-based ice-type classification, which take into account higher order textural features. Among the most popular techniques for describing the texture of a portion of a gray image are gray-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM), cf., [8] , [10] , [12] - [15] , [28] , [29] , autocorrelation methods [30] , wavelet-based features [5] , [31] , Gabor wavelet techniques [29] , Markov random fields (MRF) [16] . Due to their reported suitability [10] , [12] , [29] concerning runtime and capacity to capture texture, we have chosen to conduct our texture analysis in this work with GLCM features.
This work was conceived of with operational use and a maximal degree of automation in mind. Therefore, computer-based classification, whether supervised or unsupervised, is the only option. Under the assumption that particular ice types do exhibit recurring, identifiable textures, this prior knowledge can be best exploited by supervised classification. In supervised classification approaches, one strives to utilize expert knowledge to map samples of certain ice-type feature vectors to ice types. A small set (training data) of pairs (v, t) of feature vectors v and corresponding ice type t then determines a function f which maps these feature vectors to the respective ice types and allows for a numerical generalization to all other possible input feature vectors. This process of finding some f that fits the training samples (v, t) well is called training. Given that the training data are a sufficiently representative sample of all occurring ice classes, and the mapping mechanism produces a decent fit, one can then apply f to other feature vectors obtained from other SAR images to automatically generate an ice chart. Possible sources of error are an inadequate choice of training data which do not represent the ice types of the image well. Likewise, an inapt choice of f , where the mathematical qualities do not capture the underlying statistical relationship of the features, can negatively impact the resulting ice chart.
Ideally, one would attempt to identify disjoint regions in feature space for feature vectors of different classes. The necessary high dimensionality of feature space and possibly intertwined data manifolds in feature space makes this approach rather intractable. Therefore, more refined statistical methods have been developed for classification purposes. Bayesian classifiers such as those proposed in [28] and [32] assume that radar backscatter coefficients are Gaussian. This is a rather restrictive assumption, and suggests the use of other classifier methods such as Fisher discriminant analysis, support vector machines, or artificial neural networks [10] , [12] . Inspired by the promising results in [10] and [12] , we utilize a backpropagation neural network approach in our classification.
II. DATASETS
For April 2013, we have four ScanSAR images taken within a period of 5 days (2013/04/11, 2013/04/12, 2013/04/15, 2013/04/16). All images depict the same area of the Barents Sea near Svalbard, where the incidence angles and orientations slightly vary (see Table II , Figs. 3 and 4). This seasonal and geographical coherence is beneficial since it limits the textural variability of sea ice in SAR images. All four images of the series are in VV-polarization. The ground resolution for these images is about 16 m, wherein one pixel is equivalent to about 8 m in ground scale. The full-resolution images have about 12 000 × 18 000 pixels.
The choice of predominant ice types, which must be undertaken with good care and expertise, was carried out under the guidance of an ice expert and through visual inspection. Special regard was given to the temporal information contained in the depicted evolution of the ice cover to stay in line with official ice charts by met.no (see Fig. 1 ). To keep the numerical overhead manageable, we only considered the inherent ice types rather than using the full scope of the standard WMO classification. We arrived at an ice-type regime of four different ice types: open water and nilas were merged into one ice class (OW). These two classes have a very similar texture, much darker than any other type of ice. Likewise, their quality for ship routing is rather similar in terms of penetrability. Then, we differentiate three types of drift ice according to degree of deformation. The darkest type is rather smooth drift ice/smooth fast ice (SDI) and exhibits bright, linear cracks in its texture. Moderately deformed drift ice (MDDI) has a grainy, medium gray texture. Highly deformed drift ice (HDDI) has a white, slightly grainy texture. Portions of young ice, which can have similar brightness and appear in some of the refrozen leads as white stripes on the left of 2013/04/11 (see Fig. 7 ), are merged into this class of HDDI. The similar texture of the surface, most likely due to frost flowers during the freezing process, can hardly be discriminated from HDDI surface backscatter (compare also [12] ). Multiyear ice does not occur in the scenery and is not typical for this region of the Barents Sea near Kongsoya.
An issue to mind is weather events such as melting and refreezing known to alter the scattering mechansim significantly (cf., [33] ). In our case, the data have high temporal correlation (4-day difference between datatakes). Weather data (listed in Table III) do not suggest an onset of thaw that would greatly change the scattering behavior of ice surfaces. As long as any snow cover is dry (cf., III), it remains invisible to SAR, which means that such precipitation does not affect our algorithm. High wind speeds can have a significant impact on the backscatter of open water surfaces. This wind dependence, however, becomes much less pronounced for larger incidence angles, in particular above 30
• . Therefore, we do not observe a compelling necessity for manual correction to accommodate weather events before feature extraction.
III. PREPROCESSING
Resolution for the full SAR images has about 12 000×18 000 pixels, so the computational overhead of extracting feature vectors for each pixel is prohibitive. One also has to take into account that textural information relevant for determining the ice type is contained on a rather coarse scale of the image, i.e., lower resolution still contains all the information needed for ice-type classification. For these reasons, we prefer to conduct our analysis with a downscaled resolution of the full ScanSAR image (decimation after low-pass filtering). The resulting image size in our algorithm is about 2200 × 3000 pixels.
A common artifact found in ScanSAR imagery is beam banding in the overlap regions of the separate image beams which severely impede any kind of texture analysis. Therefore, classification will occur on the separate beams that comprise one full ScanSAR image. Calibration as outlined for TerraSAR-X products in the product manual was performed to arrive at σ 0 values according to the following formula:
where α is the local incidence angle of a pixel and DN denotes the digital number backscatter intensity, and CalFactor the calibration factor as in the delivery.
IV. TEXTURE EXTRACTION
As mentioned, the feature set for our analysis contained moment features as well as GLCM features. Their usefulness for textural image analysis has been investigated in numerous publications, in particular for SAR analysis in [10] , [12] , and [34] . Moment features naturally contain only first-order information that is based on the gray values of a sliding window. Higher order statistics can be described by computing histograms of pixel pairs, pixel triples, etc. On these higher order histograms, one may then compute statistical measures, since the full histograms are normally too large for establishing a feature space and are often sparse. In order to keep the resolution of the histograms manageable, we worked with 64 gray levels. In doing so, we retain enough details in the images. In our numerical experiments, lower number of gray levels (e.g., 32 and 16) led to feature images appearing with less visual detail and nuances. Such configurations are therefore deemed less useful. In the case of GLCM, one first picks a parameter for the sliding window size. On this window (after rebinning gray values to, e.g., 64 gray levels), one then computes the histogram of pixel pairs of two neighboring pixels, with a fixed interpixel distance of the two pixels and fixed orientation of the pair axis. The resulting histogram in geometric order is the so-called GLCM. As an illustration for the GLCM of one 5×5 sliding window, consider Fig. 5 .
We chose 11×11 sliding window size for the analysis. Window sizes 31×31 and 65×65 were computationally more expensive and exhibited a stronger block/pixelation effect on the ice charts. We then fixed the interpixel distance to one pixel, and computed the GLCM for the pair axis with orientations west, northwest, north, and northeast. The other possible orientations for the interpixel distance contain no further statistical information and are therefore not commonly computed (cf., [35] ). The matrices for the four directions are then added and the resulting matrix is denoted by (C(i, j) ). On this combined matrix (C(i, j) ), we compute the five common GLCM features: 1) entropy; 2) dissimilarity; 3) contrast; 4) homogeneity; and 5) energy Entropy:
Energy:
Contrast:
Homogeneity:
Dissimilarity:
Additional measures can be found in [29] and [35] . GLCM correlation was initially computed as well but found to not improve the information content and was hence dropped in the classification step. For the moment features, we chose the first, second, third, and fourth moment and the log of the local mean, each time averaged over a sliding window of size 11×11 pixels. The sliding window offset was one pixel, i.e., for each pixel of the downscaled image beam, the texture features were derived.
The texture extraction algorithm was implemented in-house in the IDL programming language (IDL 8.2) and run on a Dell Core i7 machine utilizing one CPU core. Computation time for our implementation was about 12 min for a single ScanSAR beam. Parallel processing of all beams (4 or 6 per ScanSAR image) would put near-realtime results within reach (i.e., delivery within 30 min of processing time after downlink of the data at the satellite station).
V. CLASSIFICATION
For the classification algorithm, we used a well-established open-source code of a neural network library in C (FANN). The input layer for the April 2013 time series had 10 input neurons. The first hidden layer had eight hidden neurons and the second hidden layer had nine hidden neurons. For the output, we had four output neurons for each of the ice types. The computation time for the classification step was less than 1 min per image beam. As mentioned, no in situ data were available for validating the choice of classes and the choice of training samples. Nonetheless, even on this dataset, we can still examine the validity of our process chain as well as the overall feasibility of training a network on just one image and then executing it on an entire time series of several days.
Before feeding the feature vectors into the neural network, one needs to rescale the vectors into the range of (−1, 1) since the propagation functions are commonly only defined on the domain (−1, 1) or a similarly compact interval. In order to mitigate the effect of outliers, we use the following tanh rescaling:
x k denotes the entry of the kth feature in a feature vector, μ k denotes the global mean of all the kth feature entries (over the entire image, not just a single image beam), and σ k denotes the standard deviation. Besides the requirements of the classifier, the normalization in the argument of the tanh function is further justified by the following statistical considerations: Since the features should have the same statistical behavior for all days of the time series, normalizing each feature vector entry with the respective global mean and standard deviation would lead to the same statistical clustering properties of the different ice types.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For our time series of April 2013, we first determined small training rectangles within the image of 2013/04/11 according to expert judgment. These data were chosen to represent well the appearing ice classes in the image. Similarly, rectangles for validation (disjoint from training data) were chosen for all classes from the beams of the other 3 days of the time series. For the ice classes, we utilized the mentioned ice classes (see Section II) open water/nilas (OW), SDI, MDDI, and HDDI. The training data comprised about 0.17% of the total pixel count of the four image beams (compare red rectangles in Fig. 7) . The validation data comprised 0.16% of the total pixel count of the four beams of 2013/04/12, 2013/04/15, and 2013/04/16, respectively. Thus, the training was based solely on data acquired on 2013/04/11, whereupon the trained classifier was executed on the following days of the time series (and in particular on the validation data of those following days). The accuracy of the result of the 2013/04/11 trained classifier can be found in Table IV . In order to check sensitivity of the algorithm to the choice of training patches, we chose two more sets of training data (each containing samples of all four classes) from the first day, such that all three sets of training data were mutually disjoint. For these two training datasets, we obtained 10 different classifiers each (i.e., 20 classifiers based on data different from that used for the results of Table IV ). The average accuracy for 2013/04/12 had a standard deviation of less than 4% for any of the four classes. For 2013/04/15, the standard deviation of average accuracy of MDDI and HDDI form was below 2.5%, for SDI below 6%, and for OW below 3%. For 2013/04/16, the standard deviation of the average accuracy for all classes except OW was below 4%, and below 7% for OW. For all mentioned days, the numbers in Table IV deviate from the respective average accuracy by less than the standard deviation for any of the classes. In any case, the accuracy ranks of the different ice types were always of the sort as displayed in Table IV . For this reason, our algorithmic approach can be considered sufficiently unaffected by variations in the statistical behavior of the neural network and the choice of the training dataset. The results of Table IV will be considered sufficiently representative to discuss the numerical outcome in greater detail. The class that obtains the highest accuracy over all three following days is quite unsurprisingly the HDDI. The strong backscatter makes it possible to distinguish this type rather clearly already in the gray image. The other drift ice types (MDDI, SDI) also achieve correct detection rates between 70% and 94%, which compares to similar classification approaches in [10] and [12] . Only the detection of open water/nilas strongly deteriorates over the course of the time series. Visually, the SAR images exhibit little change throughout the time series due to rather slow ice drift. This facilitates the locating of prominent, reappearing structures in each image. The ice charts analogously reflect the evolution of these distinctive traits.
A possible reason for misclassifications may lie in different incidence angle ranges. The images with incidence angle ranges similar to the training data (2013/04/12, 2013/04/16) display at least acceptable detection rates, albeit a low and rather poor rate for the open water/nilas parts, respectively, for the two dates. The image from the near range (2013/04/15) still yields acceptable classification results for the ice covered portions, but a disappointing classification rate for the open water/nilas parts. This corresponds well to the notoriously strong incidence angle dependence of the backscatter from open water portions (cf., [36] , [37] ). For the ice covered parts, this effects turns out to be comparably low, which is reflected in the trend of Fig. 6 . Additional image-inherent rescaling of features before feeding them into the neural network may have had a mitigating effect on this incidence angle dependence. One might either utilize different training sets (and classifiers) for narrow ranges of incidence angles, strive to unearth more precisely the underlying scattering mechanism, or introduce features less susceptible to incidence angle. Other investigators [12] have suggested manually segmenting the image after calibration according to ice type and normalizing postcalibration gray values of each segment to one canonical incidence angle. Normalization is carried out by archived trends for each ice type. This normalization leaves the investigator with the dilemma that, before compensating this angle dependence, one would technically have to identify the ice type and then compensate the known corresponding trend for this ice type. That, however, is precisely the information that the classification has to unveil first. We strive to avoid such manual interference in our process chain.
In the observations we made for the numerical results, one can also observe the ice charts generated in Figs suggests the plausibility of our charting results. Thus, computed accuracy, ice charts, and SAR imagery are all "in line."
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the possibilities of developing a supervised ice-type classifier for ScanSAR TerraSAR-X that is based on GLCM feature extraction and subsequent supervised classification through an artificial neural network. The dataset to examine the validity of our approach was a time series of TerraSAR-X images over an ice-infested Arctic region (Barents Sea near Svalbard). Training data were obtained from the first image of the series and the classifier was then applied to the subsequent images. For similar incidence angle ranges, the classification results returned a visually and numerically promising result over all ice types. For an image with incidence angle range differing substantially from the training data, the results were still acceptable for ice covered areas, but disappointing for open water/nilas portions of the image. To further improve our algorithm, the incidence angle dependence of ice surfaces needs to be addressed in greater detail and new approaches to cope with this issue need to be developed. The implementation used for our experiments proved to be sufficiently fast for pursuing our approach toward near-realtime application. Future efforts into this direction will investigate a broader database in terms of season and geography. In particular, in situ validation data (e.g., obtained during the Lance cruise in March 2014, www.iro-2.de) will be compared with classification output. Next to the feedback from the physical underpinning, the classification procedure needs to be scrutinized by comprehensive crossvalidation to tune for accuracy and robustness in operational use. Other modes of acquisition as dual-pol and full polarimetric complex imagery (albeit with smaller footprint) may offer opportunities for polarimetry and complex analysis, which can greatly enhance the classification result. This is planned to be investigated in future publications. The overall positive outcome of our investigation into the TerraSAR-X time series provides a first proof of concept for our operational, automated sea ice classification approach based on TerraSAR-X data.
